School Improvement Plan
Albemarle Road Middle

2018-2019
.

The School Improvement Plan serves as a road map that provides clarity to specific priorities and actions that are most important during
the continuous improvement process. School Improvement Plans remain in effect for three years, but a School Leadership Team may
amend as often as necessary or appropriate. The template is adapted with permission from UVA Partnership for Leaders in Education.
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301
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Website: http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/albemarleroadMS/Pages/Default.aspx

Learning Community: Southeast
Principal:

Toni Perry

Learning Community Superintendent:

Kondra Rattley

CMS BOE Representative: Carol Sawyer

CMS BOE District Number: District 4

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT TEAM MEMBERSHIP
From GS §115C-105.27: “The principal of each school, representatives of the assistant principals, instructional personnel, instructional support personnel, and teacher
assistants assigned to the school building, and parents of children enrolled in the school shall constitute a school improvement team to develop a school improvement plan to
improve student performance. Representatives of the assistant principals, instructional personnel, instructional support personnel, and teacher assistants shall be elected by
their respective groups by secret ballot. Parents serving on school improvement teams shall reflect the racial and socioeconomic composition of the students enrolled in that
school and shall not be members of the building-level staff.”
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Date
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PURPOSE OF THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN:
Articulate in a few sentences what you hope to achieve by participating in the continuous improvement process.

All members of the Hornet family will demonstrate investment, engagement, respect & scholarship, and effective communication in
a family atmosphere focused on academic, emotional, and professional success for all.

#

Goals

2017-2018
Results

2018-2019
Goals

Goal Indicators
(Metric to indicate progress)

Increase EOG/NCFE proficiency results by 10% in each content
area & subgroup through stronger implementation of inquiry
1
learning and small group instruction by June 2019. (NC Star:
A4.01, A2.4, & B3.03)

38.2% GLP ELA 45% GLP ELA Common Formative
34.8% GLP MA 42% GLP MA
Assessments in October,
62% GLP Sci

Increase overall school culture, with focus on achieving a
minimum average performance of 65% on the Learning
2
Environment domain of the Spring 2019 Insight Survey. (NC Star:
A1.07, A4.06)

62% Average
agreement in
Learning
Environment domain
of Insight Survey

79% GLP Sci January, and March

65% Average
agreement in
Learning
Environment

60% agree "Interactions
between teachers and
students at my school are
respectful" Fall 2018

3

4

5

6

To provide a duty-free lunch period for every teacher on a daily basis.
Provide duty-free instructional planning time for every teacher under G.S.
115C-105.27 and -301.1, with the goal of proving an average of at least five
hours of planning time per week, to the maximum extent that the safety and
proper supervision of students may allow during regular student contact
hours.
Provide a positive school climate, under CMS regulation JICK-R, by
promoting a safe learning environment free of bullying and harassing
behaviors.
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #1
Continuous Improvement Plan Focus Area (Big Rock):

Consistent standards aligned instruction coupled with continued professional development in small group instruction and the
inquiry learning.

School’s Priority:
Given the goals identified, what problem needs to be addressed to achieve these goals?
We need to continue addressing teacher capacity. In some cases, our percent of students who scored college & career ready did
not progress at the same rate as GLP. This is an indication that we are not maximizing capacity with our highest performing
students. At the same time, we need to continue significantly decreasing the percent of students scoring level 1. The priority this
year is to continue using data to better implement small group instruction and to ensure alignment/complexity throughout all
courses.

School Leader Responsible:

Toni Perry-principal

Desired Outcome:
What will be different if you are successful in addressing this priority?

Teachers will expand strategic planning for individual students from focus on remedial learners (with
small group instruction) to enhancing learning experiences with all students.

Root Cause(s) to Address Hypothesis of Priority:
What do you believe is at the heart of this problem? What evidence do you have to support this hypothesis?

We have not professionally developed our staff in stretching student thinking into inquiry and ownership of their learning. We have
focused heavily on the basic structure for an effective lesson, with much focus on delivering direct instruction. We cannot expect
to see what we have not set a clear standard for.
CMS Strategic Plan 2024 Focus Area Alignment:

Equity, every student has access to a rich, diverse, and rigorous curriculum, content/teachers/students.
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #1 ACTIONS
Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes

Person Completing
Action

Achieve3000: We will utilize Achieve3000 with targeted Academic Enrichment groups developed based on
last year's EOG performance and selected based on readiness to stretch into next levels of proficiency.
Teachers leading Achieve3000 AE groups have been selected based on ability to motivate and hold
accountable students within their specified subgroup target. They have been trained and will follow through
with conferring with students regarding performance. Achieve3000 will also be used as a supplement to all
ELA instruction and encouraged in science/social studies classes as support. We will incentivize students on
a monthly basis for their performance towards our Reading Achievers program . Teachers whose students
best meet the expectations for number of lessons and percent accuracy will also be rewarded.

Deonne Barnes,
Media Specialist

Math: We will create targeted math intervention groups using IXL as an online practice tool as support. We will train
teachers on the use of IXL and provide targeted lessons focused on our heaviest focused areas in each grade level.
Furthermore, all math teachers will utilize the district's resources to create lessons and tasks, which will be led by our
MCLs and MRTs. As standard practice, our PLCs will include scheduled time to practice delivering lessons, ask
questions, get feedback, and boost lessons through collaborative work. Through ILT work, we will enhance
instructional tasks in math while removing some of the scaffolds which have previously resulted in the creation of
dependent learners. In EC math, we will restructure teacher assignments by matching our highest performing teacher
(EVAAS) with students who are at the cusp of math proficiency. Finally, we will adjust teacher schedules in 7th grade
math based on anecdotal data and the need to better align the honors' trajectory from sixth through eighth grade.

Principal

PLCs: Using our IB Unit plans, all PLCs will employ inquiry as a standard practice for instruction. They
will utilize Statement of Inquiry to envelope relevant and meaningful units which move students from
factual to conceptual and debatable understanding of the content. Each PLC will implement at least
one summative assessment (performance task) per unit which allows students to demonstrate deeper
learning of content outside of multiple choice testing. During planning days (once per quarter) the
principal and facilitators will layer inquiry learning instruction as a model for teachers and will provide
dedicated time to apply new learning to upcoming units. The objective will be to ignite ownership for
learning for all students, regardless of projected performance.

PLC facilitators

Leadership & Coaching: Each licensed instructional staff member will be coached through our Learning Team
structure. ILT members will be coached by the principal on an every-other-week basis. Teachers will be
coached by ILT members on an every week basis, with priority for face-to-face feedback given to new
teachers and teachers who are under performing. PLC leaders will expand preparation for leading PLC by
preparing specific questions and tasks well before the meeting, focusing on allowing the PLC to do the heavy
lifting/thinking, and avoiding monopolizing the PLC with talk. Specific questions will remain: How is what we
are asking students to do important? How will we support students while fostering independence? How can
we guarantee our students can articulate what and why we are learning this material?

Principal

Professional Development: We will employ ongoing professional development, starting from the
opening staff meeting. We will utilize teacher leaders for the PD Marketplace (TLaC (Rigor), TLaC
(Management), Technology, Culturally Responsive Teaching, and Small Group Instruction.
Teachers will select the sessions most applicable to their professional needs and will attend the
same study for three PD sessions. A team of teacher leaders will present QTEL (Quality Teaching
for English Learners) strategies once every other other month, with built in accountability for
practice. Our planning days (once per quarter) will focus on alignment, inquiry, and data analysis.

Principal

Timeline

Ongoing, Achieve3000 access
Incentives

ELA Teachers

Math MCLs

Resources Needed / Source

Data reports/monitoring

October
2018

District resources for math instruction
EC math performance data
(teacher/student)

EC Math teachers

IB Coordinator
Principal

ILT Members

Teacher Leaders
ILT Leaders

Novemb IB Unit Plans
er 2018 January
2019
October
2018 January
2019

Inquiry Instruction PD

Observation trackers
SAM calendar
Curricular resources

October
2018 January
2019
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #1 PROGRESS MONITORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward
Achieving Desired Outcome

Potential Adjustments

October 8

Principal will professionally develop ILT on
upgraded expectations for PLC leadership,
including locating curriculum resources,
planning for deeper thinking/questioning,
and evaluating alignment of tasks.

PLC leaders without explicit curricular
resources may need more directed support
with achieving alignment or may need
resources as a starting point for creating
tasks.

October 10

Department Meetings will provide structured
time to enhance and explore understanding
of Academic Enrichment targeted groups,
and use of online resources, evaluating
tasks/alignment, and inquiry learning.

From monitoring visits during AE,
determinations for support will be made.
Also, PLCs will communicate obstacles with
inquiry learning to the principal for
resolution in upcoming PLC meetings.

December
5

Student tasks analysis will indicate a
minimum of 100% of tasks are aligned to
standard.

It is possible that some teachers/PLCs may
potentially lessen the alignment/complexity of
tasks through overly scaffolded instruction.
This will require support by the PLC leader
and principal to ensure alignment.

January 30

Students will meet or exceed the
benchmark performance indicator for
January's CFA.

If we are off track with meeting benchmark
performance proficiencies, we will need to
determine a remediation plan for students
and/or initiate action steps in classes that
are systemically underperforming.

Status at Review Date
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #2
Continuous Improvement Plan Focus Area (Big Rock):

Provide a positive school culture

School’s Priority:
Given the goals identified, what problem needs to be addressed to achieve these goals?

Currently, the Learning Environment domain of the Insight Survey is our lowest area. We are averaging
about 62% in this area and there is a need to better accommodate student and teacher needs related
to Learning Environment questions. Teachers need interventions for managing minor behaviors and
maintaining relationships with students. Students need better strategies for self-management.

School Leader Responsible:

Matthew Adelman

Desired Outcome:
What will be different if you are successful in addressing this priority?

The Learning Environment question: Interactions between teachers and students at my school are
respectful. Our desired outcome is to achieve at least 60% on this question.

Root Cause(s) to Address Hypothesis of Priority:
What do you believe is at the heart of this problem? What evidence do you have to support this hypothesis?

* We have not fully educated students in effective self-management
* As a staff, we choose consequences over teaching behaviors
* We have not provided outlets for relationship building outside of academic courses
CMS Strategic Plan 2024 Focus Area Alignment:

Every student has access to more social emotional supports.
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #2 ACTIONS
Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes

Utilize Academic Enrichment as a vehicle for teaching Approaches to
Learning (IB), including setting goals, working with others, managing tasks,
collaborating, advocating for one's own rights, and practicing empathy. Also,
initiate the school year with the One School One Book program using the text
One for the Murphy's as an anchor. Students will learn about Carley and her
trials while making connections to how she perseveres. Clubs will also be
employed during Academic Enrichment and self-selected by students.

Person Completing
Action

IB Coordinator
Assistant Principal
Adelman

Timeline

Resources Needed / Source

All
Lesson Plans
program
s
Novels
initiated
by Nov 1 AE calendar

Community Engagement: We will expose our students to various academic Counselors
and extracurricular experience through LifeHoops, LifeKicks, Charlotte Next
(Let Me Run/Girls on the Run/Soy Latino Como Tu). Also, our students will
IB Coordinator
continue their work with One World Stories (book creation) and raise funds
for the orphans at Christ Faith Children's Home in India. Our students are
Select Teachers
on the program for the Naturalization Ceremony at the YMCA and we are
working to develop a partnership with ARES.

All
Staff liaison
program
s
initiated
by Nov 1

Social Justice/Equity: To influence our students as inquirers and global
citizens, we will recognize one social justice issue per month which follows
the national recognition calendar. Students will learn more about the
Hispanic Heritage, investigate voter rights as it relates to the upcoming
election, discuss American Education and equity, financial wellness and
responsibility, Black History, Women's History, and police relations. Parents
will be included in acknowledgment and invited to related events.

Principal

Ongoing Funding for after school
&
parent events
Monthly

Restorative Practices: We are working on moving to a more
understanding culture where teachers hold high expectations but
are able to maintain the relationship after a breach. Using
restorative conversations and circles, we will model and teach
students to be clear and open about how each of us impacts the
safety of the other.

Administrators

Media Coordinator &
Assistant
Counselors

August
2018 January
2019

Latasha Smith (district
support)
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #2 PROGRESS MONITORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward
Achieving Desired Outcome

Potential Adjustments

September
28

A minimum of 80% of Academic Enrichment Greater emphasis on specific
classes are on track with completion of the tasks/activities and submissions may be
AtL lessons/One for the Murphy's
needed

October 15

Parents and students will demonstrate an
awareness of the social justice issue of the
month through participation in
activities/events.

If we find that activities are attended at
limited rates, we may need to change our
communication and add an incentive for
students.

Dec 1

The Learning Environment question: Interactions
between teachers and students at my school are
respectful will be a minimum of 60% during the
fall Insight administration. Improvement in this
question will increase overall agreement in this
domain of the Insight Survey.

At this time, we will review the data and
determine (through Open Mic sessions)
how we are missing the target and what
needs to happen to resolve it.

Status at Review Date
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #3
Continuous Improvement Plan Focus Area (Big Rock):

School’s Priority:
Given the goals identified, what problem needs to be addressed to achieve these goals?

School Leader Responsible:

Desired Outcome:
What will be different if you are successful in addressing this priority?

Root Cause(s) to Address Hypothesis of Priority:
What do you believe is at the heart of this problem? What evidence do you have to support this hypothesis?

CMS Strategic Plan 2024 Focus Area Alignment:
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #3 ACTIONS
Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes

Person Completing
Action

Timeline

Resources Needed / Source
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ACTION PLAN – PRIORITY #3 PROGRESS MONITORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward
Achieving Desired Outcome

Potential Adjustments

Status at Review Date
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STATE AND LOCAL REQUIRED PLANS
Duty-Free Lunch
The NC SBE’s statutory provision 115C-105.27 (b) (6) requires all schools to include a plan to provide a duty-free lunch period for every teacher on a daily
basis or as otherwise approved by the SIP.
ACTIONS
Person
Completing
Action

Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes

Provide rotating duty free lunch for teachers across content areas
grade levels.

Timeline

Resources Needed / Source

October 18 Schedule
Grade level
admininstrators - May 19

PROGRESS MONITORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired Outcome

October 30

Schedules indicating each teacher has a duty free lunch

Status

Potential Adjustments
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STATE AND LOCAL REQUIRED PLANS
Duty-Free Instructional Planning Time for Teachers
The NC SBE’s statutory provision 115C-105.27 (b) (7) requires a plan to provide duty-free instructional planning time for every with the goal of providing an
average of at least 5 hours of planning time a week. [Note that the statute referenced provides that all classroom teachers are to be provided duty-free
instructional planning time during regular student contact hours, to the extent that the safety and proper supervision of student may allow.
ACTIONS
Person
Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Timeline
Resources Needed / Source
Completing
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes
Action

Create a schedule in which teachers will have duty free instructional Assistant Principal August 18
Adelman
planning for an average of 5 hours/week.

Master schedule

PROGRESS MONTORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired Outcome

Status

August 27, 2018

Master Schedule & calendar outlining planning day designations

completed

Potential Adjustments
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STATE AND LOCAL REQUIRED PLANS
Bullying Prevention
Provide a positive school climate, under CMS regulation JICK-R, by promoting a safe learning environment free of bullying and harassing behaviors.
ACTIONS
Critical Action to Address Root Cause & Achieve Desired Outcome
Focus on teacher practice and systems & processes

Person
Completing
Action

Timeline

Bully-prevention
·
Develop Bullying Prevention Plan
·
Implement Bullying Prevention Month activities

Counselors

Character Education
● Include IB learner profile traits and approaches to learning lessons within AE classes.
Celebrate students through IB Awards Celebrations

Assistant Principal November
2018 Adelman
January 2019

Incorporate inclusion activities such as Wear Blue for National Bullying Prevention,
No One Eats Alone, Mix it Up in the cafeteria, anti-bullying pledges, and Start with
Hello activities to increase inclusion.

Counselors

October
2018

October 2018
- January
2019

Resources Needed / Source

Anti-Bullying activities

Calendar & criteria for
activities
None

PROGRESS MONITORING
Indicator
Review Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired Outcome

January 2019

Through Collaborative Team & Interdisciplinary Team, 20% overall reduction in
bullying behaviors

Status

Potential Adjustments
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